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Life is a journey, powered by
the sun, of a group of highly
ordered and connected
chemicals borrowed from the
Earth. Death is the end of the
journey when all borrowed
chemicals are returned to be
used again for new life.

Story

dvanced
modern
Arboriculture is the care
of the tree system based
on the most current accepted tools,
machines, products and techniques,
All living and non-living thing
and on an awareness of the scienare made of chemicals. With livtific principles behind decisions,
ing things, chemicals are so
highly ordered in their arrangepredictions and treatments. The tree
system is made up of trees, their asments that they repeat. Trees are
bags of highly ordered arrangesociates and their environment.
ments of chemicals. You are bags
Arboriculture has grown from an
art where muscles and skills were
of chemicals. The big bags are
the major ingredients. Now it is time
called cells, and the smaller bags
within are cellular bodies and into add mind and science. The major
science disciplines are biology, enclusions that maintain the
gineering, and chemistry. Of
processes of life. A major differcourse, many other science discience between your cells and
plines play a role in the profession,
those of the tree is that most of
as well as economics and commuyour cells have a soft, fatty,
nications.
membrane boundary, whereas
Chemistry is the science of armost of the tree's cells have a
rangements of atoms and their
hard, tough cellulose-lignin,
wall-like boundary.
properties. As reactions change arrangements, the properties of the
Trees and people are similar
products also change. Chemistry
also, because they have tubes
that transport liquids and subspeaks to the trees and associates at
the molecular level. It is a ribbon
stances dissolved in them from
that runs through all life processes
one place to another, and both
and treatments. The use of fertilizhave chemical pathways in livers, water, herbicides, pesticides,
ing cells that regulate the
mulches, soils and even proper
chemical processes . Trees have
tubes of vessels, tracheids, and
pruning, all have a great amount to
phloem sieve tubes. People have
do with chemistry.
I believe many highly intelligent
a digestive tube and blood vesarborists ran from biology and
sels. The chemical pathways in
chemistry primarily because of the
living cells are routes for the
By Dr. Alex L. Shiga
way the subjects were taught. Stuconstant chemical changes that
support life. To hold the cells and
dents could fail by misspelling
tubes in place, people have skin
photosynthesis, or forgetting the
makeup of glucose. It was not
and bones. Trees build their
tough framework into their tubes, fibers and bark.
teaching: It was boring memorization. Some people wanted to be
To stay alive, the inner cellular bodies require a continuous
out touching trees and really learning about them.
supply of energy. The energy-releasing substances reach the
Times are changing. Muscles and mind are now both required
cellular bodies through the special tubes. To grow, elements
for the job. Some people will resist, but those who can see the
and water must also move to growing sites by way of the transwriting on the wall will know that better jobs with higher wages
port tubes.
are there for arborists who take the next steps.
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VERMEER 1800. The drum brush chipper

that shoots out large limbs faster than
you can say increased productivity. With
dual vertical feed rollers. Optional
Auto-Feed~ II system. And horsepower that's out of this world.
Vermeer's newest dynamo
has everything you need
to fly through your next big job.

Exclusive dual vertical feed
rollers automatically adjust
to limbs up to 18" (46 em)
in diametet; dramatically
speeding up productivity. •
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Basic Chemicals of Life

Cover
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Chemicals produced by an insect that deposited an egg in
this oak twig stimulated the tree to form a gall that served as
the protective home for the developing larva. Chemicals of
one kind may turn on or off other chemicals in living things.
These processes become more understandable when you
realize that all organisms are " bags" of chemicals.

Six chemicals- carbon (C), hydrogen (H) , oxygen (0), nitrogen
(N), sulfur (S) and phosphorus (P) - make up about 98 percent of
the weight of people and trees. Water (H 20, or two hydrogens and
an oxygen atom) is the most abundant molecule in all living things.
Other organic molecules are of four basic types: lipids (CH,
mostly), carbohydrates (CHO), proteins (CHONS), and nucleic
acids (CHONSP). Carbon is the central chemical of life. The term
"organic" means that carbon is part of the molecule. (Science is
full of exceptions. Diamonds, coal, oil, graphite and natural gas
have carbon, but they are not organic molecules mainly because
of their structure and lack of oxygen.)

Lipids
Lipids are fats, oils and waxes made up of long chains of
hydrogen and carbon connected to a glycerol molecule that
has three oxygens. The chains of hydrogen and carbon can
take on many forms because of branching.
Suberin is a lipid that in the outer periderm of phellem waterproofs outer bark. Suberin- impregnated phellem is called
cork. The chains of carbon and hydrogen in suberin are so varied that few enzymes from microorganisms are able to cleave
it for an energy source. This characteristic gives corks their
unique benefits for sealing bottles. Suberin is also in a layer
in absorbing roots called the Casparian strip. This layer is an
effective boundary essential in the absorption processes. Energy is required to transport water and elements through the

NOW, you

no longer have to accept under
powered or out of production engines.

GASOLINE

ENGINES
AVAILABLE!

Supplied thru
655 Wheat Lane,
Wood Dale, IL 60191

Tel: 800-55 1 -2938
Fax: 800-432- 9745
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Power Great Lakes, Inc:'

Sampson 1/2"True Blue Climbing Rope
Per 120"
Per 150"
Per 600"
$83.00
$99.00
$369.00
New England 1/2" Braded Safety Blue Climbing Rope
Per 120"
Per 150"
Per 600"
$63.00
$74.00
$279.00
Sampson, 5/8" Stable Braid Bull Rope
Per 120"
Per 150"
Per 600"
$156.00
$199.00
$579.00

FREE Rope Bag
Buy two 600' reels of any climbing or bull
rope and get a FREE Large (12" x 18") Rope
Bag- a $25 value.

n]ust Cli1nb It" T-Shirts
Climbers all over the world view trees different from most other people- from a different perspectivethey're always picturing themselves climbing the tree they're looking at. Timber fallers plumb trees or think
about where they' d put the undercut, or a wedge or a jack in trees that they'll never get to fall. It's a love of
the business, an involvement in an occupation and it's all fun. These T-shirts are the highest quality, 100% cot100% U.S. made, and they'll last going up many a tall tree. Available in Med., Lg., XLg.

$13 50

"Just C/'tm b It " T-Sh1rt
·

... . .... .. .. . ............... . ..... ... . ... each
Buy three at a time ............ . .... . ... .. . ........ CHRISTMAS SALE each 13.00
Buy six at a time
. .. .. .... . .... .. . . ... .. . ... . . . .. CHRISTMAS SALE each 12.50
Buy twelve at a time .. .. . . .. ... ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. CHRISTMAS SALE each 11.75

Floating Dee Saddle

Eastern Tree Saddle

by Weaver

by Buckingham

SJts.oo
THE WORLD'S LARGEST. ..

Mail Order Woodsman Supplies Company ... at Discounted Prices.

Products for: Timber Harvesting and Management, Pre-Commercial Thinning, Reforestation , Tree Trimming, Woodcutting,
Log Home Building, Portable Sawmills, First Aid , Safety, Lumberjack Competition , Outdoorwear and Gifts

VISIT US ON THE INTERNET
http:/ /www.bbaileys.com
E-Mail baileys@bbaileys.com

WESTERN DIVISION (HOME OFFICE)

SOUTHEASTERN DMSION

Post Office Box 550,
44650 Hwy. 101
Laytonville, CA 95454
Phone(707)984-6133
FAX (707) 984-8115

Post Office Box 9088,
196 Edwards Dr.
Jackson, TN 38314
Phone(901)422-1300
FAX (901) 422-6118
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The plight of this partially blind koala is due
to ignorance of tree basics. Koalas eat the
leaves of only about six
species of Eucalyptus.
Because of fire ditches
to reduce the threat of
fire and over development, most of the leaves
on the declining tree in
the area tanned. Tanning is a chemical
process of combining
phenol-based substances with proteins,
and the disruption of
hydrogen bonds leaves
the protein indigestible. The animals ate and ate, but
received little nutrition. A spirochete similar to syphilis entered and was passed along by mating. Many
koalas died. The good news is that development in
the area was not only stopped, but many developed
areas will be returned to their original state.

boundary into the tree. Suberin is also a major compound in
the barrier zone that forms after wounding.
Outer bark that contains suberin is often used for mulch, since
bark mulch will not be broken down by soil microorganisms
because of the suberin. The bark mulch has aesthetic value,
but the bark is of little value for providing energy-releasing
compounds to soil microorganisms.
Some trees store fats and oils as their reserve energy source.
The fats and oils are not soluble in water. Many palms store
oils. Waxes on leaves and fruits are also lipids.

Carbohydrates
Carbohydrates are substances made of carbon, hydrogen and
oxygen in the ratio of one carbon to one oxygen to two hydrogens. They are the energy-carrying compounds. The basic fuel
for living processes is glucose, a simple sugar that contains six
carbons, 12 hydrogens and six oxygens-C 6H 12 0 6 • The wonder of this compound is in the way in which the atoms are
bonded.
A great amount of light energy from the sun trapped by photosynthesis goes into glucose. Glucose is like a mobile battery,
because it is soluble in water. When the glucose reaches the
living cells, it is "burned" in the presence of oxygen and provides the energy to run living processes.
Trees use energy in five basic ways: Growth, maintenance
of all cell processes, reproduction, exudates and storage (mainly
for new growth and defense). Growth and maintenance are
linked in that growth increases the mass of an organism while
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Day After Day, Year Alter Year,
They Just Keep Working.
Dependable. Easy to maintain. Built to work hard and never take a day off. Altec's
complete line of tree care equipment provides you with superior performance and
maximum productivity. Our LR Series and LB Series aerial devices combine smooth,
efficient maneuverability with working heights to 60 feet, making them the tree
care industry's preferred choice. Altec's new WhisperDisc Chipper is designed
with the same commitment to excellence as our proven Whisper Chipper.
And all Altec equipment is backed by an unsurpassed warranty.
Give us a call for more information. 1-800-958-2555.
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maintenance keeps the cellular bodies orderly and active. Reproduction, which
increases the numbers of an organism,
takes a great amount of energy from the
system. Some trees have periodic heavy
seed crops, while other trees, such as
American elms, have heavy crops every

year. Root exudates are like taxes: From 5
percent to 20 percent of the carbohydrates
and other organic substances made from
photosynthesis and metabolism exit the
non-woody roots into the rhizosphere.
These exudates are used as an energy
source and building blocks by many soil
microorganisms. Storage of compounds for
new growth and defense is usually as insoluble starch or as oils and fats . Starch is
made up of long chains of glucose. Starch
is different from cellulose because of a different type of bonding.

g,]! trtr~l)
INDUSTRIES, INC.

The /. I' I ~,,<J/ 1 (
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Forestry Package
"THE BODY BUILDERS"

FEATURES:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Removable top with external latches
Chipper air exhaust vents
"L" cross box assembly
Top ladder rack w ith access steps
Pintle hitch with trailer light connector
South co's years of experience

OTHER SOUTHCO PRODUCTS:
• National knuckle cranes
• Brode winches
• Prentice loaders
• Ford , GMC , International chassis cabs
• Omaha standard platform & service bodies

~ 1-800-331-7655
INDUSTRIES. INC.

1840 E. Dixon Blv d . Shelb y, NC 28150, TEL 704-482-1477, FAX 704-482-2015
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Glucose from photosynthesis follows
two different routes: Some fuels the living
processes, and other glucose molecules
form cellulose, which is the most abundant
natural substance in the world. Cellulose
is made up of twisting rope-like chains of
glucose molecules. Lignins fill the spaces
between the twisting "ropes" of cellulose.
Lignins are natural cementing materials
that give wood its unique characteristics for
strength. Tree cell walls also have hemicelluloses, which are compounds made up
of shorter chains of sugars.
An enzyme called amylase can change
the starch chains back to glucose molecules. Many fungi have enzymes that can
cleave the cellulose chains to release glucose. The wonder of glucose is that it can
be an active cellular fuel , a tough material,
a storage material and the basic unit of
many other molecules essential for life.
Now, back to growth and maintenance
as linked processes. We know how to
stimulate growth: add a nitrogen source to
soil or leaves and shoots will grow bigger.
What we cannot do directly is add an energy source to trees. When growth
increases, energy. goes out of the system
first. Then maintenance and defense must
also increase after this for the added living
matter. If stored energy is used to meet the
added growth demands, little stored energy
remains for defense, leaving a bigger plant
with a smaller defense system. Any number of insects and microorganisms "know"
this. The classic example is fire blight. Add
nitrogen to a tree that has a little fire blight
and the disease will spread rapidly. Add an
overdose of nitrogen to trees and any number of sucking insects will be there .
The latest example is the Canadian hemlock problem caused by the hemlock
woolly adelgid. Some people may argue
that the added growth will support more
photosynthate and this adds to the total
energy budget of the system. The fact often forgotten is that the energy must come
out of the system first and then the photosynthate begins to come back. Much can
happen in the time between these processes
that would benefit pathogens, which are
opportunists waiting for a weak moment.
There is a way to indirectly "feed" a tree,
and that is by the addition of composted
wood and leaves to the soil. I believe we
must think of the tree as the major part of
an entire system. In this sense, it is possible to feed the tree system. The
compos ted wood and leaves provide a carbon source for the many microorganisms

Meet the future head on with
Ford Power Products' multi-fuel
2.3L EFI engine.

The Industrial Electronic Engine Management
System. Provides the following capabilities: Electronic
control of ignition timing • Fuel injection • Idle speed and
ancillary features.

Multi-fuel. Runs on both dedicated and bi-fuel
applications: gasoline, LP gas and natural gas.

Ancillary Features. Includes isochronous
governing with external switch for speed control
• Over-temperature and low oil pressure safety
shut-offs along with an adjustable maximum
speed limiter • Internal starter lockout • Logiccontrolled safety shut-offs programmed to meet
specific customer needs.
Technical Support. The 2.3L EFI engine,
available late 1996, comes with the technical
support and backing of Ford Motor Company, a global leader in industrial engines.

For more information. Contact your local Ford Power Products distributor or call 1-800-833-4PPD.

The

So~m~!"!~f.oc ~~~~ Iii ~~"~!;~~~,~~:
Stolberger Str. 315 • D-50933 Kiiln. Germany

• •

C 1996 FORD MOTOR COMPANY
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Proteins
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that are a part of the tree system. Dose
again is extremely important. High mounds
of mulch about the bases of trees is not
beneficial, especially if the wood and
leaves are not composted.

Proteins are compounds of amino acids
that contain carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,
nitrogen and, in a few cases, sulfur. There
are 20 basic amino acids arranged in many
ways to form proteins.
Proteins are the basic molecules that
make up living matter. Animals are mostly
proteins and trees are mostly carbohydrates
on a weight basis. Proteins are also the
central molecules in enzymes, which are

Please circle 22 on Reader Service Card
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substances that catalyze many reactions
along the pathways of life. Enzymes are
"efficiency experts" in that they bring
about chemical reactions in ways that minimize the expenditure of energy. They are
often likened to keys that open the doors.
Or, they may be likened to knives that
cleave long chains or big molecules into
smaller ones. All of these actions occur in
ways that minimize energy costs and keep
heat down. If it were not for enzymes, living cells would run out of fuel and would
heat to the point of total disruption.
A major benefit of fertilizers is that they
provide nitrogen for proteins. As more proteins form, the possibility for added growth
increases. Nitrogen is absorbed at the
rhizoplane in two forms: as nitrate ions or
ammonium ions. Nitrate is an anion that
carries a single negative charge. The ammonium ion is a cation that carries a single
positive charge. The molecular weight of
the nitrate ion, which is made up of one
nitrogen atom and three oxygen atoms, is
62. Nitrogen has a molecular weight of 14,
and each oxygen is 16. The ammonium
cation is made up of one nitrogen and four
hydrogens that have a molecular weight of
one each. It weighs 18, the same as water,
H20. A nitrate anion is three times the
weight of an ammonium cation. This is
extremely important, because the ammonium cation- being as small as the water
molecule-often is attached to the inner
surface of clay crystals. The ammonium
cation is attracted to negative points in and
on the clay crystals. In this way, clays hold
ammonium cations as a reserve nitrogen
source. A nitrate ion is too big and heavy
to compete with an ammonium ion in clays.
Nitrate is usually the molecule that is
absorbed by non-woody roots. The absorbing, non-woody root boundary is called the
rhizoplane. In a sense, the rhizoplane is the
"great discriminator." Ions pass into and
out of the tree by way of the rhizoplane.
When a cation moves in, an inner cation
moves out. The same is true for anions. The
usual cation that exits is a proton or the
positively charged nucleus of hydrogen.
The usual anion is the bicarbonate anion,
which forms from carbonic acid, which in
tum forms when carbon dioxide dissolves
in water. Carbon dioxide and water are
products of respiration, which is an energyreleasing process that requires oxygen. The
energy released then "runs" the pathways
in the living cells.
When nitrate ions enter non-woody
roots, bicarbonate ions or ions made up of
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The Professional's
Fiberglass Tree-Trimming Poles

er.

Pruning kits for
the professional. Kit
featured here includes:
Marvin Head with
Rope and 6' Jameson
top section; Fanno
Pole Saw with 6'
Jameson saw section;
and 6' Jameson
extension.
Jameson poles available in Hollow Core or
Foam Core Fiberglass.
Sectional lengths in 6, 8, 10,
and 12 feet.
HOLLOW CORE COMBO
FH6PHF9 ............... ..... $159.95 camp.
FOAM CORE COMBO
B6PHF9 ............ ... ....... $199.95 comp.

an oxygen and hydrogen exit. A bicarbonate ion is made up of one hydrogen, one
carbon and three oxygens. An important
point to remember is that a
carbon-containing ion exits when a
nitrogen-containing ion enters. When nitrate ions enter, they usually react with
reserve carbons to form amino acids. So
again, carbon is leaving the reserves. And
even more carbon exits as root exudates.
As carbon reserves decrease, so does the
potential for defense. Add to this the fact
that the percentage of exudate excreted
increases when trees are over-pruned or
injured during construction, and the defense potential is threatened even more.
Overt evidence of the decrease in defense
potential is shown by the abundance of root
diseases in areas where trees are commonly
over-pruned,
over-watered
or
over-fertilized . Remember, pathogens
"know" how to wait for a short, weak moment in the life of an organism. When the
moment comes, they are always ready.

Nucleic Acids
Nucleic Acids are so called because they
were first found in the nuclei of cells .
Nucleic acids are made up of carbon, hydrogen,

oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus and sometimes sulfur. Two nucleic acids,
DNA- Deoxyribonucleic acid and
RNA- ribonucleic acid, are almost household terms.
The acids hold the codes for life. DNA
is like a rubbery ladder that is twisted. The
"rungs" are made up of four different
nitrogen-containing molecules. The combinations of groups of "rungs" are the
genes that determine the makeup of an organism.
The codes within a species are basically
similar in their themes, but there are countless variations on the themes. This fact
accounts for the great difference between
individuals within a species. This variation
is very important to the people who select
individual trees for superior traits. We have
known for more than 25 years that some
individuals of a species are able to compartmentalize wounds more effectively
than others. With the great need for tough
city trees, it is difficult to understand why
this information has never been used.

Water
Water is the medium for the chemicals
of life. For instance, we know that glucose
is the basic fuel for living processes, however, it is only usable when it is in a soluble
state or in water. The same can be said for
the 14 elements from soil that are essential for life, as well as a long list of organic
compounds.
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Ideal for Big Tree Takedowns and Clearing
• Powerful feed system ~ limits trimming
• 360 Degree hydraulic swivel discharge
• Chip 25 tons per hour .

• 250~ HP Diesel ~ Power to chip the big material
• Available with or without a loader
• Compact enough to work street side

POPULAR OPTIONS:
• Hydraulic winch • Autofeed speed governor
• Cable and radio remotes (for those feeding the Model1850 with an auxiliary loader)
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BANDIT INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED
6750 Millbrook Road • Remus, Ml 49340 • Phone: (800)

952-0178 or (888) 3BANDIT or (517) 561-2270 • Fax: (517) 561-2273
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Weathering of rocks by organic acids produced by lichens is an important process
that benefits the tree system. Elements essential for life are often locked up in rocks.

Story
Water is made up of two
hydrogen atoms and an oxygen atom. The way the se
three atoms are bonded gives
this molecule amazing characteristics. Think of the
water molecule as a large balloon for oxygen and two
smaller balloons for the hydrogens. The hydrogen
balloons are bonded to the
large balloon in a way that
leaves each hydrogen atom
with a small positive charge.
On the opposite side of the
balloon from the hydrogens,
the oxygen has two small
negative charges. The water
molecule then has two small
positive charges on one side
and two small negative
charges on the opposite side. Such a molecule is called a dipole because it has positive and negative ends. When many
water molecules are together, one negative point is attracted to
one positive point of another water molecule. The way the two
negative points and two positive points are positioned makes it
impossible for two water molecules to connect both positives
to both negatives. The charges are small but they are enough to
result in highly complex three-dimensional lattices of connected
water molecules. This is why water that weighs only 18 on the
molecular scale is not a gas at room temperature. The molecules
normally form huge clumps of connected lattices . The cohesive nature of water explains why water will form humps on
the surface of smooth glass or on the waxy coatings of leaves
and needles.
The lattice structure of water molecules is a major reason it
"holds together" in vessels and tracheids. The exact nature of the
3-D lattices is still not understood. When free-flowing water moves

in trees, some of the water molecules "stick" to
the small negative charges on cellulose molecules. The positive charges of the hydrogen of
water are attracted to the negative charges ofthe
oxygen on hydroxyls (oxygen and hydrogen
bonded) on cellulose. This is called a hydrogen
bond. It is like a Post-It Note. It sticks when you
want it to stick, but when you pull it away, you
cannot tell where it was stuck. The water that
bonds with cellulose is called bound water.

The Bonds of Life
There are three major types of chemical
bonds--covalent, ionic and hydrogen. Think of
bonds as magnets: Covalent bonds are the strongest magnets; Ionic are next; and hydrogen the
least strong. Covalent bonds hold the nitrogen
in the air so tightly together that it takes a great
amount of energy to break the bonds. That is
good, because the air is about 80 percent nitrogen, which is in a form that is very difficult for organisms to use.
Ionic bonds are lesser magnets. Elements and combinations of
elements enter and exit non-woody roots as ions. Ions have a positive or negative charge.
Hydrogen bonds are the smallest magnets. Yet in many ways,
they are the major magnets of life. They hold things together
and , when pressures are applied, they let things go. The more
you know about hydrogen bonds, the more you will know about
living processes.
There are three physical forces that we know of--gravity, electromagnetic and nuclear. Chemistry speaks primarily to the
electromagnetic forces. Nuclear forces hold atoms together. Gravity and nuclear forces are primarily within the discipline of physics.
Something must hold matter together. At the same time, the
matter that is held together must eventually come apart-build
up, breakdown, recycling. Some force holds them together and
some greater force pulls them apart. Think about how it would be

Fire Wood Processing
Equipment
Splitters, Processors & Conveyors
for the Professional and Homeowner
Parts Available For Most Commercial Splitters
11.8 Spruce Street • Rutland, VT 05701

802-7754227
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TREE-MEND US TRANSPLANTING

50', 100 yr. old Pecan being moved for
1996 Olympic games in Atranta.

Worlds largest Hydraulic Tree Spade. Capable of
moving trees up lo 28" in diameter. Machine digs
a 14' oall, 7' deep.

FOR YOUR
lARGE TRJEES AND TREE
TR4\,NSPLANTING, CALL
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN/
INSTANT SHADE
We specialize in transplanting and supplying fully mature specimen trees. 20 years
of satisfied clients include: City of Houston, Disney, Exxon, Wai-Mart, IBM, Brown
& Root, U.S. Forest Service, University of
Arizona, Rice Universi~, Phillips Petroleum,
New Orleans Levee District, Olympic Centennial Park, Grand Casino Corp., and
Castlerock Entertainment.
Reforestation of Dead Wood, SD
mountain for Kevin Costner's Dunbar
Resort project.

24" Specimen Pin Oak supplied in a
16' X 16' box.

... We produce a
finished-looking landscape
that makes developments
distinctive!

For Commercial
and Residential Projects ...

23556 COONS ROAD • TOMBALL, TEXAS 77375 • (713) 376-4260

NATIONWIDE SERVICE: 1-800-376-4260
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if once matter got together, it could not be
taken apart. Or think of the other extreme,
that matter would be always falling apart.
The wonder of natural systems is the way
in which matter holds together and the way
that matter comes apart.

Some Final Points
I have discussed very briefly some organic molecules oflife, water, bonding and
dynamic equilibrium. Here are some examples of the ways this information is
related to trees and their treatments.

The Tree Seesaw

1. Tanning

Dynamic equilibrium is one of the major principles of chemistry. Dynamic
equilibrium is a state of apparent balance
while in reality two opposing processes are
operating at a constant rate.
Natural systems are in constant states of
dynamic equilibrium that are often misstated as the balance of nature. Trees are
in the same state: The top supplies the energy to the bottom and the bottom supplies
the water and elements to the top.
Trees can be likened to seesaws. For a
seesaw to work, it must go up and down.
If one end is shortened (through
over-pruning), the seesaw will be more
difficult to operate. If the seesaw is balanced and still, the tree is dead. If a heavy
weight is placed on one side (through
over-watering or over-fertilizing), it will
be difficult to operate.

Many evergreen leaves tan after they
mature. Tanning means that proteins bond
with phenol-based molecules. In the process, the hydrogen bonds that hold the
protein spirals in place are pulled away and
the protein spiral collapses like a slinky toy.
Once collapsed, no insect or other organism can use the protein as a food source
because the collapsed spiral makes it almost impossible for an enzyme to enter and
cleave the protein. This is why we tan animal skins.

2. Fiber Saturation Point
When the thick inner wall layers of fibers become saturated with water, that
condition is called the fiber saturation
point. The secondary wall has three layers
called S 1, S2, and S3 • The S2 layer has an
abundance of cellulose. The hydrogen
bonds on the water molecules attach to the

s·

negative positions of oxygen atoms on
hydroxyls that "stick out" from the cellulose. The water is now called bound water.
The high amount of bound water in the S2
layer is a major protection feature against
decay-causing fungi in living trees.

3. Urea Fertilizer
Urea is the major molecule used for nitrogen in fertilizer. It is inexpensive to
make. Urea is an organic molecule with
a central carbon, an oxygen, two
nitrogens and four hydrogens. The hydrogens form weak hydrogen bonds with
positive charges and the oxygen has two
weak negative bonds. The molecule is a
dipole, and is very soluble in water because of the hydrogen bonds. This is the
good news. The bad news is that the
molecule reacts very quickly in water to
release ammonia gas that can go off into
the atmosphere on hot windy days and
not into the soil. Also, many microorganisms contain a urease enzyme that splits
the molecule to release ammonia. Many
fertilizers are now including a chemical
to slow the action of the urease in order
to minimize loss of nitrogen as ammonia gas.
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4.

Over-watering

If high turgor pressure is essential as a
protection feature against infection, why
not add lots of water to make sure you
maintain a high turgor pressure? If you do,
the plant wilts or the palm heart is infected.
How can this be? The seesaw and absorption in the soil are the answers. When too
much water is added to soil, the oxygen
content is decreased. When oxygen is low,
non-woody root respiration will be low.
When respiration is low, very little carbon
dioxide and water will be formed. As a

American Safety

"HI- VIS" Safety Vest

5. Pesticides and Herbicides

result, very little carbonic acid will form.
When carbonic acid is low, very little bicarbonate ion will form. Bicarbonate anion
is a major player in absorption. For nitrate
ion to enter the non-woody root, an anion
must exit. When bicarbonate anion is low,
nitrate anion entering the non-woody root
will be low. The seesaw states that extremes kill. Too little is not good, and too
much is not good. If you load the soil with
water, absorption of essential elements and
water decreases because respiration and
bicarbonate ions decrease.
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other chemical essential for living pro-
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cesses. For example, arsenic "fits" into the
position occupied by phosphorus in the
molecule A TP, adenosine triphosphate.
ATP is the universal "money handler" in
organisms. Arsenic is an analog for phosphorus. The problem for the organism is
that arsenic does not do the job of ATP,
and the cash flow system of the organism
disrupts. Other broad-range chemicals
work in similar ways.

6.

Chlorosis

When nitrate anion enters a non-woody
root, bicarbonate anion exits the root.
When bicarbonate anion dissolves in water, the pH will increase in the rhizosphere.
The pH could be two or more units higher
right after fertilization with urea. First, urea
forms ammonia, which dissolves in water
to form a strong base. Then, when bicarbonate anions enter the rhizosphere water
they are also bases. If this takes place in
soils that are already high in pH, and if trees
that have genetic codes for optimal growth
in low pH soils are planted there, it is possible that some chlorosis could occur. As
pH increases, iron and manganese form insoluble precipitates rather than ions in
water. When iron and manganese are low,
processes of photosynthesis decrease. The
other side of the urea story is that after two
to four weeks, the pH will decrease if certain bacteria are present and active. This
seesaw effect with pH changes is more
common than recognized in the rhizosphere. The problem is that when the pH
conditions favor pathogens, it does not take
long for them to infect.

7. Taxol and Cancer
I end with this example because a very
valuable chemical from yew trees shows
great promise as a control for some forms
of cancer. Taxol does it it by blocking the
pathways that lend elasticity to the cell's
inner cytoskeleton. What does that mean?
When cells divide rapidly, as they do in
some cancers, the inner cell cytoskeleton
stretches to accommodate the genetic apparatus that transfers the genetic material.
If that apparatus is not elastic, it will not
stretch as two cells begin to form from one.
Instead, it resists stretching and may even
break, thus preventing cell division. Since
some cancers are cell divisions out of control, taxol slows this division process. The
side effects are that the same slowing of
cell division also takes place in normal
healthy cells. But cancer cells multiply so
much faster than normal cells that this side
effect is far outweighed by the benefits.

Why Do I Need to
Know This Stuff?
The answer is simple: You do not need
to know this stuff if you are satisfied with
your job and wages. If you are pleased with
your position and pleased with the thought
that you will be doing the same things for
the same wages the rest of your life, fine l
If you want to advance-not only in
your job but as a person who gets enjoyment out of understanding the way things

work-then you need to know this stuff.
The people who want this stuff rarely ask
the question of why they need it because
they already know the answer.
I believe arboriculture will become
more of a science, and it will follow the
same route as modern medicine. So far,
the early history of medicine fits very
well with the developing profession of
arboriculture.

m

Dr. Alex L. Shigo is the owner of Shiga
and Trees, Associates of Durham, NH.
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Safety

The Safety Mind-Set and the
Color Code of Awareness
By Donald F. Blair

f you were to study a railroad yard,
you could begin to understand how
my mind works. A large freight yard
has a vast complex of rails running parallel to each other in order to stage and
organize thousands of individual cars into
freight trains. The vast complex of track is
channeled and narrowed through switches
until a single track emerges from one end.
I have a broad base of interests and hobbies seemingly unrelated to my profession
as an arborist stored in box cars, gondolas
and flat cars. I enjoy reading, thinking and
writing about things other than the basic
skills of arborists, and being able to relate
my other interests to my profession helps
to keep my focus.
Years ago, the Gunner's Guru, Col. Jeff
Cooper, developed a model for mental
awareness entitled, "The Combat Mind-Set
and the Color Code of Awareness." In
Cooper's line of work, the wrong mind-set
or lack of awareness to a pending combat
situation can get you killed. Arborists have
also been killed "in the line of duty" because they failed to recognize or be aware
of hazards in the workplace.
Cooper's model identified four states or
conditions of mental awareness: White,

I

Yellow, Orange and Red.
In condition White, you are in the most
relaxed state possible. A good place to be
in White is at home, on the couch watching the game or reading this article in TCI
magazine. Engrossed in your relaxation,
you're basically oblivious to your surroundings and the fact that your 3-year-old
and 5-year-old are getting ready to pounce
on you in a classic envelopment from two
sides. A bad place to be in White is on the
job, either when meeting the client or getting the work done. I have a classic
example of what can go wrong when you
meet someone in condition White, later in
this article.
Condition Yell ow is also a relaxed state,
but you maintain just enough control over
your perimeter to be able to warn "the
boys" to cut it out before they can get the
drop on you. On the street, a person in condition Yellow is in a casual state of
alertness. You would be aware of the
people on the street, the mugger coming
toward you, the dog poop on the sidewalk
(before you step in it) or the piano-shaped
shadow you are standing in that is getting
larger and larger.
Condition Yellow gives way to Condi-

tion Orange as the next state of alertness.
You move into Orange as you identify
potential threats to your safety. In Orange,
you are mentally preparing a plan of action should the flag go up.
Condition Red means the bull is charging! You are officially in harm's way and
you need total concentration upon the technical aspects of getting yourself out of this
situation alive and unharmed.
Cooper's model, of course, relates the
Color Code to the intensive training in defensive combat that he developed for law
enforcement, security and military personnel. Cooper relates White to a police officer
on the street so totally engrossed in writing a ticket that she fails to notice the
out-of-control bus careering toward her.
In Yellow, while walking a beat, the
officer is relaxed but observant of the
people and activities going on around her.
Orange places the officer on full alert as
she chases a purse snatcher down the street
and into a blind alley. In Orange, she has
to be prepared to defend herself from attack by knife or gun, react appropriately
in defense or take cover in an instant.
In Red, the flag is up! The purse snatcher
has emerged from behind a dumpster with
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